Glues and Adhesives for Packaging and Labelling
The widest range of glues and adhesives for Packaging and Labelling

The complexity of current industrial processes requires glues and adhesives perfectly adapted to every machine, process or material.

RAYT, as the leading company and first Spanish producer of adhesives for packaging, provides the widest range of adhesives to the most well-known companies in this sector.

Product range

RAYT SPRINT  Hot-Melt adhesives
SPRINT PLUS  High Performance Hot-Melt adhesives
SPRINT FUTURE  New generation Hot-Melt adhesives
SPRINT INNOVATION  Metallocene Hot-Melt adhesives
SPRINT BT  Low temperature Hot-Melt adhesives
SPRINT HM-A  Pressure sensitive Hot-Melt adhesives
SPRINT PILLOW  Pressure sensitive Hot-Melt adhesives in pillow form
RAYT G  Synthetic adhesives in water dispersion
RAYT EP  Synthetic adhesives for labelling
RAYT CR  Casein based adhesives for labelling
RAYT G  Starch based adhesives for labelling
RAYT GV  Starch based adhesives for paper/cardboard

Range of SPRINT Hot-Melt for cartons

RAYT SPRINT
- Yellowish colour
- Standard performance and characteristics

SPRINT PLUS
- Light colour
- Thermal stability
- Very low consumption

SPRINT FUTURE
- White colour
- Thermal stability
- Low consumption

SPRINT INNOVATION
- Metallocene grades
- Thermal stability
- Very low consumption
Adhesives for boxes and packages

HOT-MELT ADHESIVES. Used for tray erection, closing of conventional cartons or wrap-around boxes. We offer the widest range of adhesives for every need: All type of cardboards, coatings, application conditions, resistance requirements (frozen goods, hot filling, high environmental temperatures, low application temperatures...).

WATER BASED ADHESIVES. Suitable for carton and pouches closing, using standard, coated or varnished paper.

Adhesives for labelling

HOT-MELT ADHESIVES. Used for labelling of bottles of mineral water, oil, detergents, canned food and all sorts of products.

SYNTHETIC ADHESIVES. Suitable for labelling glass bottles as well as plastic containers.

NATURAL ADHESIVES. Natural or hybrid origin adhesives, for glass bottles: water, beer, champagne, soft drinks, alcoholic drinks or canned vegetables.

Our customers

FOOD PRODUCTS. Dairy food, Canned food, Frozen food, Dry food, Juices, Biscuits,...

AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTS. Trays and cartons made of corrugated or compact cardboard.

MINERAL WATERS

SOFT DRINKS AND ALCOHOLIC DRINKS

PERSONAL HYGIENE PRODUCTS

CLEANING PRODUCTS

CERAMIC TILES

AUTOMOTIVE SPARE PARTS

OTHER INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTS

Applications

ERECTING AND CLOSING

Folding boxes

Corrugated cartons

Cardboard trays

Agricultural trays

Paper or plastic pouches

LABELLING

Glass bottles or containers

Metal tins

Plastic bottles or containers

Cardboard tubes

Tamper-evident seals

Neck foiling

OTHER APPLICATIONS

Bags palletising

Boxes palletising

Product bundling

Cap bonding

Straw attachment

Wax for tile scratch prevention
About LABORATORIOS RAYT, S.A.

LABORATORIOS RAYT, S.A. was incorporated in 1953, and from the very beginning the company started to concentrate on the production of Synthetic adhesives, in a moment of growth and development of this industry.

It was the first Spanish company to produce Hot-melt adhesives, and currently leads the market of glues and adhesives, being one of the biggest independent producers of industrial adhesives in Europe.

One of the strengths of the company has been its continued focus on the adhesive business. RAYT has been developing activities in different sectors, but always with trained staff who are able to know every industry needs.

The markets where we sell our glues and adhesives are:

- PACKAGING AND LABELLING
- PAPER AND CARDBOARD CONVERTING
- GRAPHIC ARTS AND BOOKBINDING
- WOODWORKING AND FURNITURE
- AUTOMOTIVE PARTS INDUSTRY
- OTHER INDUSTRIAL APPLICATIONS

RAYT is a proud member of a number of technological institutes and sector associations. The company works closely with the world leaders in raw material production, and our R+D department co-operates with them, for improving our adhesives with the latest available technologies.

The company is working under ISO 9001 quality system. The three plants of the group and the quality system have been audited and approved by Lloyd’s Quality Assurance Register with the nr. SGI0530061.
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